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You don't need to lose sleep or get anxiety about losing money in the next market crash. You

can protect your investment portfolio in any economic environment, including recession,

depression, deflation, inflation, or prosperity. This book is just under 16,000 words and can be

read in about an hour. But you can save yourself a lot of stress and help to protect your hard-

earned money if you follow the strategies in this report. You will learn why it is important to set

up a permanent portfolio as originally designed by Harry Browne. You will learn how to set up

your own portfolio, with specific funds and investments that you can use to satisfy the

requirements of the portfolio. The keys to the permanent portfolio are safety, stability, and

simplicity. If you are already employing this strategy, you will also get ideas on how to tweak the

portfolio to meet your personal needs. For the cheap price of this report, you can't afford to

leave your investment portfolio to the whims of politicians and central bankers. Protect your

money, and enjoy the additional freedom and choices in your life that money enables you to

have.
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Harry BrowneAbout the AuthorDon’t Lose Sleep Over InvestmentsWe shouldn’t ignore stress

in our lives. Some stress in moderation is good, but too much stress is unhealthy. One of the

major stresses in people’s lives is money. Unfortunately, our lives have been made much

harder with the presence of big government and central banks. When the government takes

almost half of your money and uses it to regulate your life, it makes it a lot more difficult to get

ahead.Still, many people manage to save money in spite of this. It is always a good idea to

have money set aside for a rainy day, let alone a possible retirement. The people with the most

money stress tend to be those living paycheck to paycheck with very little in the way of

savings.If you have managed to set aside savings, it will relieve some stress knowing that your

life won’t dramatically change with an unexpected expense, or even losing your primary source

of income. With that said, you do have the added stress of having to manage the money you

do have.This is where it is important to keep your savings (the money you depend upon for a

sense of security) safe. In our world of wars, central bank inflation, booms and busts,

government interference, cronyism, and government bailouts, it becomes especially important

to have something reliable that you don’t have to change just because some politician made

some announcement about a new law or some central banker talked about a change in

monetary policy.This is why I advocate a permanent portfolio. I also call it the sleep-at-night

portfolio. It doesn’t guarantee you a good night’s sleep, but you are unlikely to lose sleep about

your investment portfolio if you follow it.The Book That Changed My Investment OutlookIn the

early 2000s, I read a book that would change my investment outlook forever. It is called Fail-

Safe Investing written by Harry Browne. At that time, Harry Browne was most well known as

being the Libertarian Party nominee for president of the United States in 1996 and

2000.Browne already had a tremendous amount of influence on me in my political outlook, so I

moved on to some of his other books, including this one.I had recently experienced the boom

and bust in technology stocks. I was young, so it didn’t impact me that much in retrospect,

financially speaking. When you only have, let’s say, $10,000, then a loss of a couple of

thousand dollars seems really bad. But it is a good experience for someone who is young, and

the money isn’t that much in the grand scheme of things. A loss of 20% or 30% would be far

worse for someone who has a million dollars and just recently retired.There are many

permabulls out there, especially if you watch financial shows or read some investment

websites or magazines. These are people who are always bullish on the stock market. There

are people who almost literally will always recommend that you be heavy in stocks. Even

worse, there are some who will even say that you should put everything in stocks.Even Warren

Buffett advocates that investors buy and hold an index fund in the S&P 500. He says that

anyone who did this over the long term has done well. In other words, Buffett is giving advice



that is almost the exact opposite of what made him so rich.Buffett is not completely wrong in

looking at history. If someone invested in U.S. stocks in the early 1980s, then they would have

done very well over the course of several decades. Unfortunately, as the SEC says, past

performance is not necessarily an indicator of future returns.You can also look at Japan. If

someone invested in the Japanese stock market at its peak in 1989 and held it for nearly 30

years, they would be down by almost half (as of this writing in late 2018). A strategy of buy-

and-hold only works if something goes up. Just how long is the Japanese person who invested

in 1989 supposed to hold his stocks until he gets into positive territory again? And for this

example, it is important to realize that Japan is a first-world country. Many people were saying

(wrongly) in the 1980s that Japan was going to overtake the United States economically.The

point is that you should not depend on U.S. stocks to always go up, even over longer periods of

time. It is almost downright silly to believe the people who say to invest all of your money in

stocks and to expect an average annual return of 8% or higher.Speculation vs. Permanent

Portfolio InvestingHarry Browne only became known as a political figure later in his life. His

original claim to fame was in the early 1970s when he correctly predicted a coming devaluation

of the U.S. dollar. He wrote a book titled How You Can Profit From the Coming Devaluation.

The first 70 pages of that book are as relevant today as ever. It is a great introductory lesson

on the subject of money.In 1971, Richard Nixon severed the last ties of the U.S. dollar to gold.

The U.S. dollar was no longer redeemable in gold for foreign governments. This was

seemingly inevitable, as the Federal Reserve was creating more dollars than it had gold to

back the dollars. If Nixon hadn’t broken the promise of gold redeemability, then the U.S. would

have completely run out of gold, and it would have eventually happened anyway.Even though

Browne became somewhat famous because of his correct speculation of a dollar devaluation,

he later advocated a conservative approach to investing. This is where he developed the

permanent portfolio as a way to keep your hard-earned money safe and sound.He was not

much of a speculator later in his life, or at least he didn’t share his speculations much if he

was. He saw nothing wrong with speculations, but insisted on using only money that you can

afford to lose.For any money that you cannot afford to lose (you would feel really sick if you lost

it), it should go into a permanent portfolio. If you want to swing for the fences with a portion of

your money, that is fine. But expect to lose it, and don’t rely on it for any kind of emergency

fund or expected future expense.Of course, there are no guarantees in life. Even the

permanent portfolio is not 100% safe. There are no guarantees in life. If there is nuclear war

or a collapse in the division of labor, then no investment portfolio is going to work out for

you.The key here is to give yourself the best chance for success, while also maintaining your

sanity. If the 100% stock investors do end up beating your returns with their roller coaster

rides, is it really worth it if you are stressed out for many years worrying about it?You could also

go without any homeowners insurance or car insurance or life insurance and come out ahead if

nothing bad happens. But is that really worth the risk and the stress that goes along with it?

Income, Then InvestmentsBefore proceeding with the details of the permanent portfolio, it is

important to stress that your investments are not likely the most important part of your financial

life.First and foremost, your family and your health are probably the most important. Your

biggest financial decision may be whom you marry. It is important to have at least some similar

goals as your spouse. And if your marriage ends in divorce, it will likely be more costly than

any financial investment you could make.In regards to your health, this is obviously far more

important than your financial investments. Anyone who is really sick would pay a lot of money

to feel better. And if you aren’t healthy, then it will be difficult to make money, let alone enjoy

it.Assuming your family situation is sound and you are healthy, the next most important thing is



your income. For most people, this means a job or a business. There are some people who

accumulate vast amounts of wealth and are able to live financially free off of those

investments. These people are the exception to the rule.If your primary source of income is

your job or your business, then this is your most important thing to pay attention to. Your

investments are very important, especially when you accumulate some significant wealth, but

they are still secondary for most people.In addition, it amazes me just how many people will

spend countless hours reading investment advice and spending money on investment

newsletters, yet they barely invest anything (time or money) into their own skills. If you invest in

yourself, your earning potential will likely rise. This will likely have a bigger return than any of

your financial investments.Get Rid of DebtBefore investing in anything, it is important to get rid

of any debt that you may have, with a few exceptions.The main exception is a home mortgage,

but that will be discussed in more detail later on. Car loans can be an exception if the interest

rate is low, although I find in most cases it would still be better to pay off the loan with extra

money rather than investing it.Credit card debt, student loan debt, and any other debt should

be paid off before investing beyond an emergency fund. There aren’t many exceptions to this.

If you have student loan debt at a low rate, then it may not make sense to drain your savings to

pay it off. But in most cases, you should be focusing on paying off debt before investing

money.Emergency FundWhile I don’t always follow the mainstream financial advice, I do agree

with most financial advisors that it is important to have an emergency fund. I don’t necessarily

recommend a set amount such as 3 months of living expenses or 9 months of living expenses.

That is because everyone’s situation is different. If a 23-year old is making a low salary and

living at home with his parents, then he probably doesn’t need much of an emergency fund.

His living expenses are low and he could probably easily find a comparable job if he were to

lose his current job.For someone with a higher salary and more responsibilities (particularly a

family), then it will likely be a good idea to have a much larger emergency fund.As we get into

the details of the permanent portfolio, I see nothing wrong with having your cash portion also

serve as part of your emergency fund. Also, the portfolio itself can act as something of an

emergency fund as long as it isn’t locked up in a retirement account. While the permanent

portfolio can certainly go down in value, it is not likely to take a huge hit as could happen with a

portfolio invested all in one asset such as stocks.Why a Permanent Portfolio?In the book Fail-

Safe Investing, there are three requirements listed for building a bulletproof portfolio. They

are:SafetyStabilitySimplicityThe permanent portfolio meets these three requirements. It

provides safety, as it is designed to hold up in any economic environment. It provides stability,

as the diversification keeps it from having wild swings as we can see with individual

investments or sectors. It provides simplicity, as it is broken into four equal asset classes that

are relatively easy to buy.You shouldn’t go to bed every night wondering whether the market is

going to crash tomorrow, or if some prediction you heard on television or in a newsletter is

going to come true. The portfolio is designed so that you don’t have to worry about these

things. It is designed to do well under most plausible scenarios.The Permanent Portfolio

SetupOnce you have accumulated some wealth, you should want to protect that wealth. Most

people work quite hard to accumulate significant wealth. Whether this means $20,000 to you,

or $1 million or more, it is something you should value. Even if it is an inheritance or you came

into money through luck, it is still something you should value and take care of.While growing

your money is important, your number one priority in most cases for most people is to protect

the money you already have. And since we live in such an unpredictable world, it is good to

take advantage of areas where we can create some degree of certainty. This is what the

permanent portfolio is all about. It is designed to survive (and sometimes thrive) in virtually



any economic environment, as long as society is still functioning with the division of labor.
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